Turning Technologies is an e-learning
company that believes in the
pedagogical benefits of interactive
response technology. We manufacture

Our interactive tools create engaging
experiences, enhance learning and
provide real-time analytics.

industry-leading software and hardware
solutions developed to enhance
learning at all levels, and we are
committed to innovation, product
reliability and developing relevant tools
that improve teaching and training.
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ALL
LEARNERS

IMPROVING
PARTICIPANT
LEARNING
- it's what we do.
Our audience response
technology helps presenters
easily engage all participants,
prompt lively discussions to gather
immediate feedback and track
training effectiveness in a wide
variety of settings. Whether you
want to completely revamp a
training programme, take your
event to the next level or make
staff meetings more interesting,
we have the tools you need.
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The perfect interactive
polling solution
What is TurningPoint?

Engage every
participant,
everywhere

TurningPoint is an easy-to-use engagement and assessment tool, which allows
trainers to utilise a variety of interactive polling solutions to meet the unique needs
of each and every learning environment.

TurningPoint desktop

Deliver interactive PowerPoint
presentations, instantly poll over
any application and give self-paced
assessments with our desktop solution.

TurningPoint web

Our versatile polling environment
allows trainers s to create interactive
questions online to deliver to any
web-enabled device.
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Poll your audience

Personalise
training & events

A hybrid
solution

Adapt presentations in
real time using our many
question types based on
participant understanding,
learning styles and
knowledge.

TurningPoint subscriptions
enable mobile responding
capabilities with the
option to use a traditional
clicker or both in the same
environment.

Training &
development

It’s as easy as 1, 2, 3...

Create questions

Engage, collect individual
feedback and assess
understanding from both
onsite and remote audiences
throughout your
presentation.

Analyse results
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Enhance retention and meet
learning objectives with
pre- and post-testing, elicit
employee engagement
and accelerate training
with interactive
presentations.
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Automatically
generate reports
Collect, display and save
detailed reports in real
time to review and analyse
your training materials’
effectiveness.
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RESPONSE OPTIONS
Our variety of response options provide solutions for every learning
environment. Our tools vary from simple to full-featured to mobile,
allowing all participants to respond to many different question types.

Mobile Responding
Our mobile option allows participants to view
and respond to interactive questions with their
smart phone, tablet or computer through an app
or web browser.
All subscriptions include mobile responding
capabilities, which provide immediate, full access
to engage and interact in the learning process.

Connect learners
to learning
Our hybrid solution allows all of our
response options to work effortlessly
together in real time, permitting ultimate
flexibility and an environment that works for

all learners.

Clicker Responding
Our assortment of dependable, easy-to-use response clickers offer
varying features. This allows you to choose the response device that
best meets your needs and the needs of your learners.

Our two most popular clickers:

LCD

QT2
The LCD offers a
simple design with clear
and concise buttons to
make participation
easy. Light as a credit
card, yet strong
enough to withstand
the elements of any
learning environment.
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The QT2 is a fullfeatured clicker
designed to collect
even more
meaningful data
than traditional
response clickers.
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ENGAGEMENT

MOTIVATION

63

%

of participants
found training
more engaging

of participants
felt more
motivated

OUR IMPACT
UNDERSTANDING

RETENTION

40%
increase in
training
results
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more information
retained by
participants
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Supporting you
always
As soon as you come on board with us, your
journey to success begins...
Training
Webinars

Live, online classes are taught by our accredited
support specialists. Typically an hour in length, classes
are offered multiple times each week to accomodate
varying schedules.

Video
Tutorials

Watch online video tutorials in your own time to learn
about the different facets of TurningPoint that are most
important to you.

User
Guides

Our user guides provide step-by-step instruction on
how to use our products and ensure a successful start.

Technical
Support

Need additional assistance? Technical support will help
to resolve any issues you may be experiencing. We’ll
even come visit to help make your journey with us as
easy as possible.
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Understanding your
learners should be easy

WORD ON
THE STREET
More than 20 million users in over 100 countries
are learning with our tools.
“TurningPoint has not only helped us reach staff in a new and interesting
way, it has helped us capture their interest and engage them, meeting our
overall training success measures. It is also becoming a popular choice for
trainers and we are being asked more often if groups of people can borrow
the keypads for their sessions. Both users and trainers are perfectly happy
with it – what more can we ask for!”
kerry mcdaid
hr advisor
west lothian council

TurningPoint is really helping us achieve greater team bonding by allowing
the team to be honest about the challenges and issues they face, and about
their development both as individual players and as part of the bigger team.
nigel redman

We’re here to help you get started
and ensure your success with proven
learning theories. Do more than just

coach
england under 20 rugby squad

train. Inspire and engage all of your

Now it’s your turn.
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learners with TurningPoint.
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